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Agenda

▷ Fintech Globally
▷ Fintech in Canada
▷ Blockchain: Challenges & Opportunities
▷ Policy Recommendation
▷ Q & A



Fintech Globally

▷$25B global fintech market in 2015  (Cap Gemini’s “World Fintech 
Report 2017”)

▷London, UK – Fintech industry as global standard

▷China as world’s largest Fintech market

▷Central banks in England, US, Canada, China, Sweden, Singapore 
experimenting with Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBCDs)

▷Paris, Frankfurt, Berlin  Next Fintech Hub in EU?





““To its advocates, Fintech will democratise financial services. 
Consumers will get more choice and keener pricing. SMEs will get 

access to new credit. Banks will become more productive, with lower 
transaction costs, greater capital efficiency and stronger operational 

resilience. Financial services will be more inclusive; with people better 
connected, more informed and increasingly empowered. And 

tantalisingly, Fintech could help make the system itself more resilient 
with greater diversity, redundancy and depth.”

-Mark Carney - Governor, Bank of England



Fintech in Canada



Fintech in Canada

▷ Heavy P2P focus in Canada to date 
▷ Bank of Canada’s Project Jasper
▷ CSA “Regulatory Sandbox Initiative”
▷ IBM & SecureKey Technologies
▷ MaRS, Ryerson DMZ, One Eleven, DFI
▷ Blockchain Canada Meetups 



““While the GTA has all the necessary components for a dynamic and 
thriving Fintech ecosystem, they are weakly linked. The consequence is 

that the parts do not currently add up to an effective ecosystem. In 
short: we have many of the essential parts, but are missing the system.” 

– IPL Report, November 2015



““It’s hard not to be fascinated by something so transformative. This 
technology is being used in ways that have implications for central 

banking that span all the functions that we have.” – Carolyn Wilkins, 
Senior Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada

“We believe that the economy works best when it works for everyone, 
and this new platform (blockchain) is an engine of inclusion.” – Don & 

Alex Tapscott, Blockchain Revolution (2016)

An Opportunity: Blockchain



Understanding Blockchain





Regulatory Challenges

▷ Regulation must remain relevant 
so as to not stifle innovation
▷ Wide agreement on fragmented 
regulatory environment and 
government policies as barriers 
impeding Canada’s leadership



The “Second Digital Age”

▷ Blockchain is for the transfer of value what the internet has 
been for the transfer of information
▷ Blockchain and DLT still nascent technology; innovators are 
constantly improving it  
▷ Applications of blockchain beyond bitcoin and financial 
services is significant 
▷ Ability of governments to control and regulate financial 
transactions is shifting; regulators, governments, policy 
makers, innovators and financial institutions must work 
closely to shape the regulatory environment moving forward 

▷Canada has many of the right ingredients to emerge as a 
global leader in fintech, but we need to create an effective 
policy framework to realize this potential. 



Policy Recommendation

▷ Canadian Fintech industry needs a 
unified, convening voice to bridge the 
gap between traditional financial 
institutions, regulators and innovators 
and act as a single point of access
▷ Policy makers, financial institutions, 
regulators, startups & innovators, 
incubators & accelerators, academia 
▷ E.g. UK’s Innovate Finance



Next Steps

▷ Interview Canadian fintech
innovators 
▷ Conduct regulatory analysis



Thank you!
Q & A

@BrittneyDudar
@JennJeffs



Additional Resources
Understanding blockchain:

▷https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r43LhSUUGTQ 
▷https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YIVAluSL9SU
▷https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf

Interesting Case Studies:

▷Estonian Gov’t – Citizen ID 
▷Brazil & Sweden – Land Registry
▷Lebanon – Syrian Refugee ID
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